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Introduction
With the onset of 3G and advent of automatic sports highlight detection technology, mobile sports video alert is becoming a reality. This is expected to generate a new and sustainable revenue stream for content owners throughout the distribution networks. Significant research results have been achieved in the analysis and automatic extraction of sports highlights [1] [2] [3] . In particular, results in [1] show that replay selection need no longer be the exclusive purview of game broadcasters and herald a secondary market for mobile devices. A natural means for advertising in such context is in-program content placement. Already, overlays are used extensively in broadcast TV: time/score/game-stats overlays, sporadic sponsorlogo "drop-down" and animation. Simple overlays are usually manually operated in standard production studios, the "pop-out" only appearing at sporadic moments corresponding to a momentary lull in the game. In contrast, sophisticated systems such as [4, 5] use elaborate sensor-based tracking to blend the insertion into landmark objects in the video. Image processing-based methods in [6] generally have more image constrains and lower system throughput. But when applied properly, they can be viable alternatives. Figure 2 shows the overall system work-flow. Audio and visual features are extracted to detect for highlight worthiness of the current video in the buffer. A sub-segment is output as the premium highlight video. This is routed to the content insertion module to produce a new video with content implanted (baseline). Two sets of video highlights are therefore archived at every time. Based on a given subscriber's information, one is selected for delivery. To manage bandwidth, an SMS notice is first sent, and if he opts to see the video, a new connection is then launched.
Highlight detection and content placement is described in Section 2 and 3 respectively. Section 4 details our mobile video delivery set up. Results of our experimental trials are discussed in Section 5, and we conclude in Section 6. RGB frames are similarly buffered and computed for their color histogram (CH frame ). A small buffer of 1 sec is kept, wherein a mean CH bufer is maintained by averaging over successive CH frame . An abrupt difference of CH frame with CH buffer indicates a potential shot boundary and CH buffer is reset. The number of shot changes over the fixed-length recent window indicates the shot change rate, which generally will be higher during an important scene.
We compute HW B,f as a simple linear combination of the HW A,f and HW V,f . Let F = arg max f HW B,f . If F is the center index in the buffer, and max f HW B,f exceed a priori threshold, then a highlight event has been deemed to occur. (Note the delay of half buffer time). We then search for the start and end boundary of the final highlight segment by searching back and forth the center index respectively. One strategy is to assign the end boundary as the point where HW V,f drops to the same level before F. However, in a mobile context, video highlights must be short (<15sec). We have therefore use a fixed offset where pre-event duration is twice the post-event duration.
Automatic Content Placement
Given a video highlight, the intent is to locate a region for content placement that would generally be acceptable and not be seen as intrusive. The real-time requirement prevents us from using compute-intensive methods such as optical flow-based motion modeling and object tracking. Hence we look for video entities (eg, tennis white lines and soccer goal mouth) that are easy to detect and track. The reader can refer to [7] for more details. We also segment regions with static overlay (eg, TV station logo, time/score annotation) by detecting pixels with low temporal variation.
Static Region Location
In general, static graphical insertions in TV are opaque or semi-transparent. To obtain a static region mask, we use a gradient-based approach by computing edge change over successsive frames. A preliminary static mask S i is obtained via time-averaging:
where G i is the gradient image of current frame i, α denotes a decay factor set to 0.7. To cope with spurious holes, arising for instance from slight changes from the time-ticker, morphological operations are applied using a horizontal kernel crafted to work well on the station logos and graphical annotations on video data from local broadcast. Figure 3 shows examples of location masks obtained. Using the location mask, we deduce the positions of existing overlays. Adhering to the "Rule of Third" norm, these positions are usually found in the four corners of the frame. Our placement can now be safely over the "unused" corners.
Locating Post-Event Frames
Even if we have located a spatial region for content placement, we need to time their exposure. It is intuitive that video frames showing the pre-and main event are more important than the post-event frames. The climax has passed and what follows are frames depicting the human emotions, eg, celebrations, agony, crowd applause. The general mood is relax, and content placement, if any, would best happen here.
Sports games are usually played on a field/court with a distinct color tone for easy spectatorship. This may of course vary from venues, and to weather and lighting conditions. We cannot specify a value for the dominant color but assume the existence of one. We compute the statistics of the dominant color in the HSI space by taking the mean value of each color component around their respective histogram peaks, Color pixels are quantized into 64 hue, 64 saturation and 128 intensity bins. The color mean is converted back into 24-bit RGB (R peak , G peak , B peak ) and to determine a given pixel I(x,y) is a field color: Frames with less than a third of G(x,y) are deemed to be non-field frames, and hence also post-event frames.
We can afford to be strict in imposing consecutive frames in the buffer be consistently classified before insertion. It also has the appealing effect that insertion occurs at the moment of shot change.
Mobile Video Highlight Delivery
Amidst its hype and optimism, 3G is arguably still in its infancy. What is an appropriate bit-rate to encode our video highlights and what is the best mode of delivery? While the publicized rate of 3G streaming at 50-64kbps is generally acceptable for talking head, it is only marginal for high motion sports video. Live streaming incurs additional transport overhead and is liable to network breakage. MMS has size limitation at 100KB for 2.5G GPRS, and 300KB for 3G. Encoding at 50kbps, this corresponds to a maximum video length of 16-secs and 48-secs respectively. Email attachment has no such limitations, but we need to watch out for long download time that will kill interest before any viewing gratification can start. Our best bet is that a user can at most wait 30-secs. Over a 2.5 GPRS network, it is the time to download a 90KB 50kbps video attachment to a phone.
The standard video format for mobile network is 3GPP with MPEG-4 or H.263 codec. Every video enabled mobile phone supports this format. There are several free or inexpensive GUI-based encoding tools available for 3GPP format. However we need a command line tool for the communication server to send sport video alert automatically. Command line tools which support 3GPP format are rather expensive now. The price is beyond our budget.
RealPlayer is the default media player on many video enabled mobile phones. It supports 3GPP and the proprietary Real format. We choose Real Producer 10 Plus as our mobile video encoding tool. It has a command line executable and supports 3 video formats: RV8, RV9 and RV10. The video quality of RV9 and RV10 format is better than RV8 for the same video encoding rate, but they require more CPU power. The RV8 format is suitable for a mobile phone with CPU speed of around 100MHz. One such phone is the Nokia-7610, which we are using for our trial.
The emerging H.264 codec is very promising for mobile video applications. For the same encoding rate, H.264 gives a much better video quality. Our next trial is to exploit H.264 on 3G networks. Figure 4 shows our video communications server. We send the video clip as email attachment using SMTP through a high speed wired network to the email server of the mobile operator. Then the registered user can check out (pull) the email message with video clip attachment. We send (push) a SMS message first through a GSM modem to notify the user that a new video highlight is available. The user is required to check his email box to download the video clip. Normally the SMTP server is free to access.
Communications Server Architecture
The tasks of the server are as follow: a) Wait for new event notification from the Highlight Detection Server. b) Send a notification SMS to the registered user.
This usually reaches the user in 5-10 secs. c) Re-compress the event video clip from MPEG-1 format (frame-size 352x288, 1150kbps, 25fps) to RV8 format (frame-size 176x144, 50kbps, 6.25fps). Re-compression takes about 1 times real-time on a 1.8GHz CPU. d) SMTP-send the RV8 video clip to the email-box by a high speed wired network.
Experimental results
We conduct subjective viewing tests to evaluate the three key elements in our system: the quality of the automatic highlights produced by our algorithms, visual quality of the 50kbps bit-rate used to encode the highlights, and the overall system usability. 17 subjects from our institute (researchers, engineers and students) are invited for the trial. These are tech-savvy people used to high-speed internet connection at work and in school, and who are also aware of the limitations of mobile network. Each subject is first asked to watch the last 15-mins of the Wimbledon Ladies 2004 Final, and asked whether the automatic highlights are truly representative of the game. At the same time, the video highlights are sent to their mobile phones. After the game viewing, they proceeded to download the video emails and are then asked to evaluate the quality of the 50kbps video playback on the mobile phone.
The cumulative results over 17 viewers are tabulated in Table 1 . Most gave a high opinion of the quality of our highlights, and think the 50kbps video is acceptable on the mobile phone. Over all, the subjects accept this prototype system. The minority opinion of opposition came in 2 forms: (1) . The duration of 12-secs for highlight is not long enough; (2) . Some suggest to improve the video quality further. 
Conclusions
A mobile sports highlight delivery system that integrates advertising content placement is presented. Methods are proposed to minimize viewing disruption caused by the placement. With the onset of 3G and mass appeal of premium sports content, there is now a clear opportunity for new revenue in secondary market for mobile sports highlights.
